
                                                                       

Hello Langston Hughes Elementary Families! 

What a great fall collection!!!!  We earned over $400 for Langston Hughes by clipping Box 

Tops and by scanning our receipts on the app.  I know this year is a bit different, but keep 

up the great work!!  Please remember that this year Box Tops 4 Education is transitioning 

to a digital app in addition to the tops that are clipped off of products.  They are starting to 

phase out the Box Tops you clip.   

The app is super easy to use.  You just download it and link your account to Langston 

Hughes Elementary.  Then you scan your receipts from the store and the app tells you how 

much you earn in seconds.  It will also tell you if you do not have any participating 

products.  It’s that easy.  With your account linked to our school, they then add it to the 

Box Tops we send in throughout the year.   

This year we can double dip!!  If there are products on the receipt and they still have tops 

on them to clip, we can get double credit.  Langston Hughes receives 10 cents for each Box 

Top we turn in or scan.  It adds up throughout the year and we all come across them on 

some of the products we already buy.  We would love for you to collect the clipped Box 

Tops and then just send them to school with your child in a small baggie or one of the 

collection sheets.  There is an envelope in each classroom for collection.   

So let’s keep clipping and sending them in and start Scanning if you have not!  Updates 

and reminders will be sent in the Friday Flyers.  Our second collection is due by February 

26th.  But please don’t be mistaken, Box Tops can be sent in at any time throughout the 

school year. 

On another note, we are also collecting Hy-Vee receipts this year!!  Langston Hughes can 

earn money just by you turning in your Hy-Vee receipts to the school.  They can be from 

any of the grocery stores or gas stations.  So please keep sending in your receipts!!  

Thank you for taking the time and helping to support our school! 

LHE PTO Box Top Chairperson/LHE PTO Hy-Vee Receipts Chairperson 
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